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PDF | This story presents three main challenges faced with creating an autoethnography as a dissertation at a
prestigious university. These challenges include.

Autoethnography: An overview. Retrieved from ProQuest Dissertation and Theses database. I kept wishing
that I had diaries upon which to rely, something that would validate the experiences. When readers interact
with personal text rather than traditional research, the result may invoke compassion that compels change
Ellis,  Autoethnography is grounded in postmodern philosophy and is linked to a growing debate about
reflectivity and voice in social research. In conducting this study, I began to understand the various ways in
which I negotiated my multiracial identity in various social contexts prior to and since the multiracial category
became available on public documents. I wanted to be true to my experiences and I wanted to be truthful. I
wanted to know if he believed that there were potential hurdles at the onset of his relationship with my mother.
I am also cognizant of my academic responsibility to contribute to the growing conversation of multiracial
identity development via this critical autoethnography, and it is a responsibility that I do not take lightly. As I
began to write, I felt a solemnity about the experience that overwhelmed me. The storytelling nature of
autoethnography includes a narrative approach to documenting research and analyzing data. If a picture were
directly connected to a memory that was highlighted during the show, then the photographs used were the
ones that needed to be available on the website as well. I had encountered myself in a way that was
transformative because I had to face identity constructions that were imposed upon me and those which I
embraced. Additionally, I reviewed the video interviews numerous times in order to make connections to what
was shared and my multiracial identity formation. The journal section of the website will continue to develop
as encounters related to racial identification occur within my life that prompt me to post on the blog. I believe
that reflecting on social interactions in childhood and adulthood as well as participating in interviews with
family members helped me understand how growing up without the opportunity to self-identify as well as
possessing the option as an adult provided insight into my multiracial experience. It confronts dominant forms
of representation and power in an attempt to reclaim, through self-reflection, representational spaces that
exclude or marginalize certain individuals and groups Tierney,  I fully immersed myself in the process and
allowed myself to feel every raw emotion thoroughly. Autoethnography as constructionist project. Jones, S. I
would argue that the webpage and online components of this study strengthen it as a sincere approach to
gaining understanding and impacting the individuals who would most benefit from reading the reflective
process that I undertook. Autoethnography can be utilized in order to contribute to gaps in literature by
exploring topics, perspectives and narratives that have yet to be centered. Although the website I developed
for this study is more about presentation of data, the process of generating data and designing its
representation provided me with an experience through which I was able to be involved with my senses and
my emotions. I shared with her what I had just penned. I was able to articulate my frustration, but I was not
able to change what had happened. I decided to videotape an interview of myself so that it can exist on the
website alongside those of my daughter and parents. I was unable to post all of the videos on the same page so
I created subpages and a dropdown menu for video access. Using technology to create a website provided me
an opportunity to be artistic; producing a website was a creative venture for me that enhanced this experience
and generated significant data sets for analysis. Autoethnography is a way to oppose otherness Richards, due
to its power to witness moments of ethnic otherness and resist them. My feelings are valid and have a story to
tell that could resonate with others in meaningful ways; my stories could impact others as they reflect on their
own stories in relationship to mine Sparkes, 


